Walker Products has the capability to perform all primary and secondary operations.

• Milling
• Drilling
• Threading
• Assembly

Often primary and secondary operations are accomplished in one procedure!

**AUTOMATIC MACHINES**
- ACME GRIDLEY (6 SPINDLES) to 1" CAPACITY
- BROWN & SHARPE 1/32" to 1-1/2" CAPACITY
- TORNOS BECHLER 7MM (.270") CAPACITY

**CNC MACHINES**
- CITIZEN CNC's TYPE VII 3/16" to 3/4" CAPACITY
- CNC CHUCKER 1-1/2" CAPACITY

**SECONDARY MACHINING EQUIPMENT**
- AUTOMATIC CHUCKER 1-1/4" CAPACITY
- END STAMPING MACHINE
- HIGH SPEED DRILL PRESSES
- HORIZONTAL MILLS
- LATHES
- PUNCH PRESS 20 TON
- ROLLER BURNISHING MACHINE
- ROTARY DRILL TABLE
- TAPPING MACHINE
- THREADING MACHINE WITH INDEX TABLE
- VERTICAL MILLS

**SUPPORT EQUIPMENT**
- AIR COLLETS AND INDEXERS
- AUTO BAR LOADERS
- BAND SAWS
- CAM CUTTERS
- CARBIDE GRINDERS
- DRILL GRINDERS
- HYDRAULIC PRESS
- RELIEF GRINDER
- ROLL STAMPING MACHINE
- SURFACE GRINDERS
- TAPPING HEADS
- TOOL & CUTTER GRINDER
- VIBRATORY FINISHING EQUIPMENT

**INSPECTION EQUIPMENT**
- DIGITAL SPC STATION ON PRODUCTION FLOOR
- GAUGE PINS
- METRIC THREAD & RING GUAGES
- MICROSCOPES
- OPTICAL COMPARATORS
- PROFILOMETERS
- SNAP GUAGES
- STANDARD THREAD & RING GUAGES
- SURFACE PLATES

Your First Choice In Quality Products
Walker Products has been a growing force in the screw machine industry since 1968.
- Located in Fruita, Colorado
- 12,000 square foot primary and secondary operational facility
- 60 years of screw machining technology and experience
- Highest quality products at very competitive prices

Whether production runs are large or small, our focus is on details and timely delivery. Contact us when precision, quality, service and competitive pricing are important to you.

Walker Products is committed to quality and accuracy.
- ISO 9001:2008 certified
- Statistical Process Control
- CPK Capability Studies
- Process Control Plans
- Failure Mode and Effects Analysis
- Process Flow Charts
- Initial Sample Inspection Reports
- Production Part Approval Processes

Your First Choice In Quality Products